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Master Fluid Solutions Receives Three New Bombardier Manufacturing Facility Approvals 
 
Abstract summary: Master Fluid Solutions has received three new Bombardier Manufacturing facility 
approvals for Master Fluid Solutions in the United Kingdom, China, and India. 
 
Perrysburg, Ohio, May 24, 2018 – Master Fluid Solutions is pleased to have received three new 
Bombardier approvals. The Master Fluid Solutions’ manufacturing facilities in the United Kingdom, 
China, and India are approved to manufacture Bombardier approved products. Previously 
Bombardier had approved Master Fluid Solutions’ Perrysburg, Ohio USA manufacturing facility to 
manufacture TRIM® MicroSol® 585XT and TRIM® MicroSol® 590XT. 
 
These global approvals are critical for Bombardier’s global supply chain as it allows them the 
flexibility and availability of approved products in their local markets. Additionally, Master Fluid 
Solutions has many other globally available and approved high-performance metalworking fluids for 
aerospace OEM’s like Airbus, Boeing, Pratt & Whitney, Rolls Royce, and Safran. 
 
With these new facility manufacturing approvals, Master Fluid Solutions becomes a valuable global 
partner for aerospace machining centers to help facilitate Bombardier’s passion to continuously find 
better ways to bridge distances and bring people together, across cities, countries, and around the 
globe.  
 
About Bombardier Aerospace designs — With more than 29,400 employees and a leadership 
position in global markets, Bombardier Aerospace designs, manufactures, and supports 
innovative aviation products for the business, commercial, specialized and amphibious aircraft 
markets. Bombardier has the most comprehensive aircraft portfolio and holds the number one 
position in business and regional aircraft. Bombardier’s high-performance aircraft and services 
sets the standard of excellence in several markets, including business aircraft, commercial 
aircraft, aerostructures and engineering services, specialized aircraft solutions, and aircraft 
services and training. 

About Master Fluid Solutions — Master Fluid Solutions, working closely with the worldwide 
metalworking community, develops and markets a full line of environmentally sound, extremely 
durable and stable cutting and grinding fluids, straight oils, parts cleaners, and rust preventives 
under the TRIM® and Master STAGES™ brands. Master Fluid Solutions’ XYBEX® fluid 
management systems lower their customers’ total cost of operations. Master Fluid Solutions is 
committed to the safety of the people who use our products, the protection of our planet, and the 
overall impact on our customers’ profitability. Master Fluid Solutions is proud to have been named 
#1 in “Top Workplaces” in the Toledo, OH area for 2017. For further information, contact a local 
distributor, who can be found at https://www.2trim.us/distributors.php, call +1 800-537-3365, or 
visit https://www.masterfluidsolutions.com. 
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